Rider Name __________________________________________________________
Date _________________
Racing # ______________

Member # _______________
Age ________

Class _______________________________________________________
Bike Brand______________________________
Address __________________________________________________________
City ___________________________ State ________ Zip ________________
Email________________________________________________________________
THIS IS A RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT – READ IT BEFORE SIGNING
I hereby give up all my rights to sue or make any claim for damages due to negligence or any other reason
whatsoever against the promoters, sponsors, Kenny Yoho, Florida I4 MX Series and all other persons, participants, or
organizations conducting or connected with this event for injury to property or person I may suffer, including crippling
injury or death while participating in the event and while upon event.

MX CLASSES
Peewee (4-6) stock beg
50cc (4-6) junior only
50cc (7-8) seniors only
50cc Open (4-8)
65cc (5-11) beg
65cc (5-8)
65cc (9-11)
65cc Open (5-11)
85cc (7-15 beg) - no big wheels
85cc (7-11) - no big wheels
85cc (12-15) - no big wheels
85cc C
85 stars of tomorrow
Supermini (7-15) (112cc2strokes/150cc 4stroke)
Jr. Girls (7-15) 85s only
NO JUMP (125/450)
Vintage Modern (disk breaks)
Vintage Post (drum break)
Vintage 0-200cc

I know the risk of danger to myself and my property while preparing for and participating in the event and while
on the event premises and, relying on my own judgment and ability, assume all such risks of loss and herby agree
to reimburse all costs to those persons or organizations connected with this event for damages incurred as a result
of my negligence.

Participant Signature:
______________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature (If Rider is under 18 years of age):
______________________________________________________________________________

125/150 2stroke only- no mini bikes
125cc/250cc beg
125cc/250cc C
125cc/250cc advanced
450cc beg
450cc C
450cc advanced
4 Stroke open (250cc/450cc) - no mini bikes
Schoolboy (Supermini,125cc,250cc only)
Plus 25
Plus 35
Plus 40
Plus 45
Plus 50
Plus 55
Plus 60
Vet Novice
Vet Open
Women Class (0-250cc)
Xtreme Lites (125/250)

QUAD CLASSES
50cc-100cc Mini Quads stock appearing
Youth/Blasters/Raptors
Quad Women
Quad Beginner
Quad Plus 50
Quad Inter.//// Quad Advance
Senior Quad Plus 25 & Up (250cc-450cc)
Quad Money (450cc) Featured Event

Buggy Class
Youth
Adult

